In previous work we have developed 
Introduction
The benefits of type systems are well known. The fact that type checkers can automatically detect erroneous parts of a program makes them a helpful tool in developing correct programs. Although the effectiveness of type checkers in preventing errors has been previously shown for generalpurpose languages [16] , the usability of type checkers for end-user languages has not yet been investigated. In any case, many programmers (especially beginners) find type systems to be more of a hinderance than a help. The main reason behind this perception of type systems is the fact that type error messages generated by compilers are hard to understand-the cause of the type error might not be obvious from the error message, and the corrective action even less so. This problem poses a particular challenge for type systems for end-user languages. In our work on helping end users develop more reliable software, we are looking at ways to bring the power of type systems to the domain of spreadsheets, and make the benefits accessible to end users.
We have approached the task of creating an end-user type system for spreadsheets by employing the idea of spreadsheet-specific type definitions, that is, the labels used in the spreadsheet are employed as headers for the data cells. A rule system that defines how headers can be combined for formula cells allows us to then identify formulas that are inconsistent with the header information [9] . The perceived advantage of this approach was that it would be easier for the users to understand the errors in the spreadsheet if the headers (that they themselves had entered) were used while reporting errors. We realized early on that for the system to be successful and usable, it should only require minimal effort from the user. With this goal in mind we have developed the algorithms for header inference through spatial analyses described in [1] . The resulting system, UCheck, automatically detects and reports errors in spreadsheets [4] .
We describe related work in the next section. In Section 3, we describe how UCheck works using examples from unit errors seeded in the spreadsheets used in the preliminary evaluation described in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe the enhancements done to the system so that it can infer change suggestions for correcting unit errors. We present conclusions and directions for future research in Section 6.
Related Work
Empirical studies have demonstrated the defectdetection capabilities of static type checking [11, 16] . Even though the benefits of type systems are widely accepted, not many studies have been carried out to test or compare the usability of type systems in general-purpose programming languages. Many researchers have looked at errors in programs developed by novice programmers [19, 20, 8] . But the frequency and impact of type errors in novice programs is not known.
Physical units (meters, grams, seconds, etc.) have been used to detect unit errors in general-purpose programming languages [7, 12, 13] , and in spreadsheets [6] . The approach originally proposed in [9] uses headers entered by end users to label the data in their spreadsheets as implicit unit declarations, and carries out consistency checking based on the allowed combinations of units. The system described in [5] extends the approach but requires the users to annotate the spreadsheet cells with the unit information. To minimize the effort required of the user, we have developed the UCheck system [4] that infers the headers automatically [1] and uses the rule system from [9] to carry out consistency checking of spreadsheets.
The "What You See Is What You Test" (WYSIWYT) approach presented in [18] helps users test spreadsheets. The system uses data-flow adequacy and coverage criteria to give the user feedback on how well tested the spreadsheet is. The fault-localization mechanism in WYSIWYT [15] uses cell shading to guide the users while they are debugging faults uncovered by their test cases.
The approach presented in [5] also uses header information for consistency checking of spreadsheets. Checking of spreadsheet formulas based on the actual physical or monetary units has been presented in [6] . Both these approaches require the user to annotate the spreadsheet cells with extra information to aid the consistency checker. This activity could be very time consuming and error prone in the case of large spreadsheets. UCheck, on the other hand, infers the header information automatically and carries out unit checking without the need for any extra effort from the user.
In other previous work, we have developed a type checker for spreadsheets [2] . In addition to type checking the spreadsheet formulas and the arguments along the lines of more traditional approaches to type checking, our system also exploits information about the spatial arrangement of cells for consistency checking.
Unit Errors in Spreadsheets
From our observations of users in real life we have found that users enter headers within their spreadsheets to label the data. For example, in the spreadsheet shown in Figure 1 , the header Adrian in B2 indicates that the data in column B is somehow related to "Adrian", which is in turn a "District" (as indicated by the header District in B1). Headers serve as documentation to help the user remember what the data means.
In the context of the spreadsheet 1 shown in Figure 1 , the number 20 in cell B3 is not simply an integer. The row (Senior, 2004) and column (Adrian) headers tell us that the cell contains the number of students registered in the senior class of 2004 in the Adrian school district. We call headers in their function as labels units. We also see that Senior, 2004 in A3 has Class as its header, and Adrian in B2 has District as its header. These header dependencies give rise to what we call dependent units, which in this case are Class [Senior, 2004] and District [Adrian] . Since both the row and column headers apply at the same time, we combine the inferred dependent units using the and operator (&) to give the and unit District[Adrian]&Class [Senior, 2004] for the number 20 in B3. This inferred unit is treated as an implicit type declaration for the cell B3. The units for the other cells that contain data values can be inferred along similar lines.
The units obtained for the data cells are then used to infer the units for the formula cells depending on the operations in the formulas. For example, cell B9 contains the formula SUM(B3,B5,B7). Its unit is inferred as a combination of the units of the cells participating in the operation. All three cells have District[Adrian] as a common factor from the column-level header. The components from the row-level headers are Class [Senior, 2004] for B3, Class [Senior, 2003] for B5, and Class [Senior, 2002] for B7. Since the values in the three cells are added together, we combine For the sake of brevity, we shorten Class to C, District to D, Senior to S, and Junior to J in the discussions about units from here on. The inferred row-level component of the unit can be combined with the column-level component using the & operator to give 2004|S, 2003|S, 2002] as the the unit for B9.
Unit expressions can be transformed according to the laws detailed in [9] . We can then identify a class of unit expressions that are considered to be well formed. Cell formulas whose derived unit expressions cannot be transformed into well-formed units are considered erroneous, and the system reports unit errors for such cells. In the current version of the system, cells that have unit errors are shaded orange. Such errors are called primary unit errors. The cells that have formulas that reference cells with unit errors are shaded yellow. Such errors are called propagation unit errors. This fault-localization feedback is aimed at directing the user's attention to the cells that have primary unit errors since correcting these also removes the propagation unit errors (at least in cases they do not contain their own unit errors).
We now go over the errors we seeded in the spreadsheet for the think-aloud study and discuss why they are unit errors and the feedback from the system (as shown in Figure  1 ). The spreadsheet has the number of students enrolled in the senior and junior classes in 6 school districts of Oregon collected over a 3-year period (the numbers are fictitious). Row 9 has the total number of seniors over the 3-year period and row 10 has the total number of juniors over the 3-year period. Column H has the total number of students over all the school districts. in H9, the resulting unit cannot be simplified to a wellformed unit since the unit of E9 has a component that does not match those from the other cells. Similarly, B10, C10 (once the reference to C2 has been removed), D10, E10, and G10 refer to cells in the same column and rows 4, 6, and 8. The formula in F10 does not have a reference to F4. The units of the cells B10 through G10 are all valid individually, but result in a unit error when combined by the formula in H10 since the unit of F10 does not agree with those from the other cells. In Figure 1 , both H9 and H10 are shaded yellow since at this point they also have the effect of the unit errors propagated from B5 and C10, respectively. Once those errors have been corrected, the system will shade H9 and H10 orange since they now have primary unit errors only.
UCheck's label-based type system works on a finer level of granularity than types like Integer and String in traditional programming languages. UCheck uses the labels from the user's domain by employing the header information from the spreadsheet the user is working on.
Preliminary Evaluation
As part of the outreach component of the EUSES collaboration, courses in spreadsheet safety targeted at high school teachers and students have been conducted [10] . A pilot session was conducted with two high school students. They were given a 20 minute introduction to the UCheck system. After the introductory presentation, the participants 2 For example, the formula in B9 is Sum(B3,B5,B7).
were asked to identify and remove unit errors from a spreadsheet seeded with 8 unit errors. It was observed that the two participants successfully removed all 8 unit errors in under five minutes. During the task, it was also observed that the participants debugged the spreadsheet left-to-right and topto-bottom. This strategy might have served them well since the spreadsheet was well designed according to Teo and Tan [21] , because input/data cells are to the left and upper part of the spreadsheet and formula cells are to the right and bottom part of the spreadsheet. We also observed that the students were not really using the written spreadsheet specification to help them correct the unit errors. They were simply looking at the cells shaded orange by UCheck, comparing their formulas with the formulas of the neighboring cells, and then changing the formulas of the orange cells. This observation prompted us to design one of the tasks for the later think-aloud study such that this strategy would not work. We were hoping that would give us better insight into other debugging strategies end users might come up with, especially in those cases where neighboring cells are not available for help/reference.
We also conducted a course spread out over 4 weeks, with 3-hour sessions on 3 days, each week, that dealt with spreadsheet safety and the use of spreadsheets in Mathematics education. In this context, the participants were given a brief introduction to the WYSIWYT testing methodology and UCheck.
During the sessions with UCheck, the subjects expressed their appreciation for its automatic error-checking capabilities. The subjects also found the fault-localization feature of UCheck a big time saver. When asked about their understanding of units, one of the teachers pointed out that UCheck is more related to the idea of sets (for example, the set of fruits with the set of apples and the set of oranges as subsets) rather than to the physical concept of units (for example, m/s 2 as the unit for acceleration). This comment was interesting since it illustrates how the teacher was trying to understand UCheck within the framework of Mathematical concepts he was familiar with. During our discussions with the teachers, it became clear that they had a pretty good understanding of how UCheck uses headers for carrying out consistency checking in spite of the fact that the underlying formal system was never discussed. In some situations, the teachers were also able to identify false positives reported by UCheck as due to insufficient header information.
The workshops showed that high school teachers found UCheck easy enough to understand so that they could use it effectively. Moreover, the teachers were able to develop lesson plans and use those to guide high school students on how to create safe spreadsheets.
To obtain a better picture of the usability of UCheck, we carried out a think-aloud study, which we will describe in the remainder of this section.
Research Questions
The think-aloud study was aimed at answering the following research questions.
RQ1: Do end users understand the concept of units well enough to be able to correct the unit errors reported by UCheck? Do they introduce new errors while debugging unit errors?
UCheck automatically detects unit errors within the spreadsheet and shades the cells that have unit errors. The changes to the cell formulas to correct the unit errors have to be figured out by the user. This effort requires at least a basic understanding of units and their causes. Furthermore, RQ1 is important because the system might report unit errors incorrectly in the following cases. For example, UCheck relies on automatic header inference to assign units to the core cells [4, 1] . The spatial analysis algorithms of the header inference system work well in practice. Even so, they are not infallible, that is, the system might report unit errors incorrectly if the headers have been inferred incorrectly. It is therefore important for the user to have a reasonably clear understanding of the requirements of the spreadsheet and the limitations of unit checking so that they can override the system when it is working incorrectly rather than blindly making changes to the spreadsheet formulas.
RQ2: Does the fault-localization mechanism of UCheck help the end users employ debugging efforts effectively?
When the user runs UCheck on a spreadsheet, cells that have unit errors are shaded orange, and cells that refer to other cells that have unit errors are shaded yellow. The feedback is aimed at directing the user's attention to the cells that are shaded orange. We were curious if the users would find this feature useful and limit their debugging efforts to the cells that are the sites of unit errors.
RQ3: What debugging strategies do end users adopt? We were also interested in any common strategies or techniques adopted by users while debugging unit errors in spreadsheets since such patterns of behavior would help us refine the system. Improvements or modifications to the system could be targeted at supporting preferred strategies of the users.
Participants
Five teachers (we refer to them as Subject A through Subject E), from among the ten who were in our course on spreadsheet safety, participated in the think-aloud study. We also used a high school student working with us under the Saturday Academy Program as another subject (Subject F). All the subjects had been introduced to UCheck prior to the study. The study was designed to gauge their understanding of UCheck, and how effective they would be in debugging unit errors.
Subjects A through E had little or no prior programming experience. Subject F was familiar with two programming languages he has used for class projects at high school level. Subjects B and C had never used spreadsheets before our course on spreadsheet safety. All the others had some exposure to spreadsheets (mostly ones they had developed for their own use) prior to the study.
Procedure
At the start of the think-aloud session, the subjects were given a tutorial on UCheck followed by an exercise on how to think aloud. The subjects were then asked to debug unit errors in two spreadsheets.
In the first task, the subjects were asked to debug unit errors seeded in the grade sheet shown in Figure 2 . Even though this spreadsheet has more cells than the one used in the second task, the errors were more straightforward to debug. Therefore, this task can be considered the easier of the two tasks. The grade sheet was seeded with 4 different kinds of unit errors. These errors led to invalid units being inferred in 8 other cells. On running UCheck on the spreadsheet, the subjects would initially see the fault localization feedback shown in Figure 2 .
In the second task, the subjects were asked to debug unit errors in the spreadsheet shown in Figure 1 . The spreadsheet was seeded with 4 errors. The fault localization feedback presented to the subjects after the first run of UCheck is shown in Figure 1 . These errors led to invalid units being inferred in 4 other cells. Only six errors are displayed because cells H9 and H10 each contain two errors. They are shaded yellow in the figure since they have propagation errors from B5 and C10, respectively, in addition to the primary errors we seeded in the cells themselves.
In addition to the audio recording of the think-aloud sessions, we also captured video data of the participants' onscreen interactions. Both data sources were used for further analysis.
At the end of the two tasks, the subjects were asked to fill out a post-test questionnaire aimed at finding out more about their experiences debugging the spreadsheets using UCheck. The questionnaire also sought feedback on aspects of the system that the subjects would like changed. To gauge the subjects' understanding of the different kinds of unit errors, we asked the subjects to describe in their own words the different types of errors that UCheck would help them detect.
Observations
While debugging the unit errors pointed to by UCheck, all the subjects traversed the spreadsheets top-to-bottom. Two of the subjects verbalized their traversal strategies while getting started with the first task at F8.
"I guess I'll start with F8 since it is the highest cell and work my way down." (Subject F) "... an orange one here. I'm just going to start here because that is the first one." (Subject D)
The user would have to correct the cells that are shaded orange to make the shading go away-cells shaded yellow might lose their shading once the corresponding source of error has been corrected. Cells H9 and H10 in the enrollment spreadsheet (shown in Figure 1 ) are initially shaded yellow because of the propagated errors. Once the sources of those errors have been corrected, the system identifies the primary unit errors in these cells and shades them orange. Therefore, only in such cases a cell's shading might go from yellow to orange. We looked at ways to analyze the unit error in a cell to determine if it is the result of propagation errors only or the combination of primary and propagation errors. Such analyses would allow us to shade all cells with primary unit error orange, even in those cases in which the cells have propagation errors as well. We found out that it is not trivial to determine this difference by the available unit information. We were concerned that this non-monotonic behavior of the fault-localization mechanism might seem counter intuitive to the subjects when they correct the errors in a cell that was shaded orange and the total number of cells shaded orange remains the same or goes up. However, none of the subjects remarked about this effect.
We noticed the following strategies in how the subjects sought feedback from the system about effectiveness of the changes they had made to the cells marked orange by UCheck. 3 
1.
Stepwise debugging approach: The subject inspects (just) one cell shaded orange, makes a change to the formula and then clicks the "Units" button to seek confirmation that the error has been corrected before moving on to the next cell with a primary unit error. 2. Batch debugging approach: The subject goes through two or more (or potentially all) of the cells that have been shaded orange, makes changes to the formulas, and then clicks the "Units" button to check if the changes done have corrected the unit errors in the spreadsheet.
Subjects B, C, D, and F followed the stepwise debugging approach for both the tasks, whereas Subject A used the batch debugging approach for both the tasks. Subject E switched between the two approaches. During the first task he used stepwise debugging and then used batch debugging for the second task. When asked about it, none of the subjects had any explanation for why they adopted a particular approach over the other in the given situation. However, during the first task Subject C said:
"Now I think I understand why we'd want to click Units each time. Some of these other ones might go away." (Subject C)
We do not see any advantage of one approach over the other in the case of the tasks used in this study since the formulas are not particularly complex. In the case of spreadsheets with more complex formulas that might cause the user to introduce more errors while editing formulas, the stepwise debugging approach might work better since it yields immediate rewards and helps the user make steady progress.
We can see from the videos of the sessions and the transcripts that the fault-localization mechanism of UCheck guided the subjects' debugging efforts. Three out of the six subjects reviewed the formulas in the cells shaded yellow during the tutorial. None of the subjects spent any time reviewing the error messages or formulas in the yellow cells while working on the tasks. The video data tell us that the fault-localization mechanism helped the subjects focus their attention on cells with primary unit errors and not waste their time and effort inspecting other cells. This observation would take on greater significance in the case of larger spreadsheets. Moreover, studies using subjects working with other programming environments have shown that programmers spent an average of 35% of their time navigating between dependencies, and an average of 46% of their time inspecting task-irrelevant code [14] . The fault localization in UCheck helps to avoid these problems to a large degree. The feedback we gathered using the postsession questionnaire also indicates that the subjects found the fault-localization mechanism of UCheck very helpful. Five out of the six subjects rated the fault localization of UCheck as the most useful feature.
"Coding by orange and yellow helps me find mistakes quickly and lets me check that my edits are correct." (Subject D)
We observed the following strategies adopted by the subjects in correcting the formulas within the cells with unit errors.
Subjects A, B, C, and F used the cells in the neighborhood of the orange cell as examples to guide the changes they made to the formula in the orange cells. Subject D inspected the cells in the neighborhood of orange cells and also looked at the UCheck error message that pops up when the user places the mouse cursor over the shaded cells. The subject would then come up with a prediction of what the correct formula in the cell should be and write it down before clicking on the cell to inspect the formula within the cell and compare with the predicted formula. The subject basically changed the formula in the cell to the predicted formula to correct the errors. "I think I am going to look at different student average just to see ... so I am thinking whatever this one is, this orange one, should be an average something 4 -16 ... so this should say AVER-AGE(C19:F19) and if it doesn't say that, I'm going to say this is bad. It says AVERAGE(C18:F19), and that's the error. So I am going to change that, C18 to C19, which should be right."
Subject E inspected the cell values to determine errors within the cells that were shaded orange. This strategy was effective especially in cases in which the cause for the unit errors was not readily obvious as in H9 and H10 from the enrollment sheet.
"Adding down we get 110, 114, and 315, ... ok, so there's an error somewhere in the adding down or adding across range."
After cross checking the totals in H3, H5, and H7 the subject realized that the error could be in row 9.
"Well, actually these totals are right. So it should be a horizontal error."
Discussion
We seeded a total of 8 unit errors in the two spreadsheets. Subjects D and E corrected all the errors in the spreadsheet, and Subjects A, B, and C corrected all the errors except those in cells H9 and H10 in the enrollment spreadsheet. On being told "The error might not necessarily be in the cell that it is being reported in", these three subjects were able to locate and correct the remaining errors as well. Subject F changed the formulas in H9 and H10 such that the unit errors in those cells were corrected but the "errors" originally seeded in E9 and F10 remained uncorrected. 5 When debugging cells marked as sites of unit errors, five 4 The subject was trying to figure out the column the cell belongs to. 5 As discussed earlier in the paper, the formulas in cells E9 and F10 by themselves are unit correct.
out of six subjects used the neighboring cells that were free from unit errors as examples to guide their debugging efforts. This kind of behavior ("reuse of uses") has been previously documented in other environments [17] . This approach is more common when the users do not really understand the requirements of the spreadsheets they are debugging. Note that the subjects who relied on this technique exclusively (A, B, C, and F) failed to correct the unit errors reported in H9 and H10 without help since the formulas in these cells agree with those in the neighboring cells.
In the case of cells H9 and H10, the cells in their spatial proximity (the immediate neighborhood) are not in their conceptual proximity (similarity with respect to the underlying model of the spreadsheet application). The subjects try to derive conceptual proximity from spatial proximity, and this approach fails in the presence of non-trivial spatial patterns the user is unaware of.
Results

RQ1:
All participants in the think-aloud study were successful at debugging the unit errors in the spreadsheets except in the cases in which the system reported the errors away from the site of the errors. The subjects did not introduce any new errors while debugging their spreadsheets. The teachers also created their own spreadsheets, seeded with unit errors, and prepared lesson plans to teach their class about unit checking with UCheck. These two aspects indicate that the users developed a working knowledge of units from the tutorials and introductory sessions. Another important observation was that the users could use the system without any knowledge of the underlying formal rule system for unit inference.
RQ2: On analyzing the video data collected during the think-aloud study, we observed that the debugging efforts of the participants was guided by the fault localization mechanism of the system. During the pre-session tutorial three out of the six subjects inspected the cells shaded yellow, but all six subjects only inspected the cells shaded orange while performing the study tasks. Since we told the subjects that the cells were seeded only with unit errors, the subjects indicated they were done debugging the spreadsheets when no cells were shaded orange by the system. RQ3: The think-aloud sessions showed us that the subjects navigate the spreadsheets left-to-right and top-tobottom. The subjects also used cells in the spatial vicinity of the erroneous cell as examples before making changes to their formula. Four subjects consistently followed the stepwise debugging approach, which gave them immediate feedback about their progress. One subject used the batch debugging approach and made corrections to formulas of all the cells marked orange before invoking the unit checker to seek confirmation that the changes made were indeed correct. One subject switched between the two strategies.
From the participants' comments in the post-session questionnaire, we see that they found UCheck useful. The participants' success at debugging the unit errors show that 
Generating Change Suggestions
The preliminary evaluation showed that in some cases the fault-localization mechanism and the rudimentary error messages do not provide sufficient help to detect and debug unit errors. We therefore tried to improve change suggestions and fault-localization feedback to meet the following requirements.
1. Shade the cells that caused the error, not the one in which the unit error is detected. 2. The generated change suggestions should correct the unit error where possible.
We have improved the reasoning behind the faultlocalization mechanism by exploiting two additional sources of information. From the inferred unit for a cell, UCheck can compute the cartesian product of the components of the unit to give what we call the unit space. For example, the unit space for the unit in H10 in Figure 1 (after the error in C10 has been corrected) is shown in Figure 3 . (The names of the districts have been shortened to save space.) The components that are present in the actual unit for H10 are shaded and the component that is missing is unshaded. We notice a concavity in the unit space. With this information, UCheck now searches the spreadsheet for a cell with the unit D[Bend]&C [J,2004] (F4 in this case) that would fill the concavity, and generates the error message "Including a reference to F4 in the formula in F10 (or H10) would correct the unit error".
The unit space for the unit in H9 in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 4 . In this case, UCheck detects convexity and concavity in the unit space. Removing a reference to a cell with the unit D[Beaverton]&C [J,2003] (E6 in this case) from the formula in cell E9 (the only option in this case) would remove the convexity. Adding a reference to a cell with the unit D[Beaverton]&C [S,2003] (E5) to the formula in E9 (or H9) would remove the concavity. Both these changes are required to correct the unit error in H9 and are reported now by UCheck.
Spreadsheet cells can be classified on the basis of the roles they play as shown in Table 1 . The role played by a cell within the spreadsheet is one kind of usage profile. Another kind of usage profile that is considered for an intermediate cell or an input cell is the number of times it is referenced by other cells. For example, if a data cell is referenced more frequently than its immediate spatial neighbors with the same role and one or more of the cells that reference it contain unit errors, based on the analysis of the unit space, removal of the reference to the cell might be a likely change suggestion. The formulas in the cells that are spatial neighbors of the cell with the unit error can also be used to replace the unit-incorrect formula if they correct the error. Table 1 . Cell roles After implementing the changes described above, we carried out an evaluation of the modified system to study the effect of the changes. In previous work we have developed a suite of mutation operators for spreadsheets [3] . From the suite of operators, we picked the ones that cause unit errors to seed errors in the spreadsheets used in the study. UCheck was then run on the mutant sheets and the change suggestions and the fault-localization feedback were recorded. The suggested changes were then applied to the mutant sheets and the resulting sheets were then compared with the original sheets to check if the mutations were reversed by the suggested changes.
The empirical evaluation was designed to answer the following research questions. RQ4: Does the system shade the cells that cause the unit error? More specifically, the system should shade the cells that cause the unit error orange.
RQ5: How effective are the suggested changes in correcting the unit errors?
The operators used to seed unit errors are shown in Table 2. CRE expands a contiguous range. For example, the contiguous range A3:A7 could get changed to A2:A7 or A3:A8. CRS, on the other hand, shrinks a contiguous range. NRE and NRS operators expand and shrink non-contiguous ranges, respectively. The CRR operator replaces a reference The operators in Table 2 generated 1928 mutants from the grade sheet and 2639 mutants from the enrollment sheet. Of these, 1728 mutants generated from the grade sheet and 2639 mutants generated from the enrollment sheet contained unit errors. The generated change suggestions were able to reverse all the seeded unit errors (100% for both the grade and enrollment sheets). The fault-localization mechanism was modified so that the cell with the change suggestion would be shaded orange in order to direct the user's attention to the change suggestion. As a result, in all the cases studied, the system shaded the cells with the unit errors orange.
Conclusions and Future Work
Our experiences from using UCheck in courses on spreadsheet safety have shown that teachers and students are able to follow how the system exploits header information to carry out consistency checking. The participants of the courses were able to come up with their own examples of unit errors and explain why they were unit errors. They were also able to identify false positives in their own spreadsheets when they occur as the result of insufficient header information.
The think-aloud study we carried out showed that the participants were able to use the fault-localization feedback provided by UCheck and debug unit errors. The study helped us to identify problems participants had while debugging non-local unit errors, and led to a redesign of the fault-localization mechanism. We also extended the unit inference so that the system now generates suggested changes to correct unit errors. The empirical evaluation of the new system shows that it works well in practice, especially in the case of non-local unit errors.
